21 August 2013

Silencing the Opposition

The CLP have sunk to new lows to try and silence scrutiny in parliament.

Today in parliament the CLP:

- Threw out the Opposition Leader Delia Lawrie from parliament for 24 hours as she tried to reply to the Chief Minister statement on Gas to Gove.
- Threw out the Member for Fannie Bay Michael Gunner for one hour for asking a question on the whereabouts of “Brewdini” the person in secure care who has escaped four or five times.
- Prevented the Opposition from debating a motion on their decision to gift millions of dollars of water to their CLP candidate, Tina McFarlane.

The CLP have overseen a year of failure, broken promises and looking after their mates.

They know it and they are doing everything they can to avoid any scrutiny.
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